Let 34e be a Hubert space, and Cf the algebra of all compact operators acting on & If F £ X, then K= WA, where A = (K*K)112 is compact and positive, and W is a partial isometry mapping the range of A isometrically onto the range of F. If kn and a" are the nth eigenvalues, counted with multiplicities and arranged in order of decreasing magnitude, of F and A, respectively, then OS \kn\--an, and an i 0 as nfoo.
For each KeJf and p, 0 </?<. oo, put \\K\\p=\\A\\p=(2an)1"', 0<p<co, 
t(BKC) ik <K), (10) t(K*) = t(K).
Proof. See Lemma 1.
In particular, it follows from (9) that if 77 is a bounded invertible operator, then (II) ^BKB-1) = t(K).
Hence t is a similarity invariant for the class X" of compact operators. It is clear from the definitions that if K is of finite rank, trace class, or Hilbert-Schmidt class, then t(K)=0, £1, or £2, respectively. Moreover, we have Lemma 3. If K, Meet, and if, for allteJf,
Proof. If \\K<f>\\2=(K*K<f>, <f>)¿const \\M</>\\2 = (M*M<f>,<f>) for all <¡>e3V>, then K*K<l const M*M. If an and bn are the nth eigenvalues of (7C*7i:)1'2 and (M*M)112, counted with multiplicities and arranged in order of decreasing magnitude, then it follows that an ¿ const bn [2, p. 909]. Hence if 2 K < °°, for any /?, 0 </? < oo, then 2 al<oo, and t(K)^t(M).
Thus t(K) provides a measure of the "size" of K. In this paper we propose to explore this idea by introducing various other measures of the "size" of K and relating them to t(K).
All of our measures of the "size" of K are given in terms of the asymptotic behavior of certain positive sequences or functions associated with K. If {bn} and {cn} are arbitrary monotone-increasing positive sequences, with bn, cn f oo as n f oo, then the asymptotic behavior of bn may be compared with that of cn by introducing the relative order of growth y, defined by the formula y = gib {p > 0 : bn = const c §, = oo if no such p > 0 exists.
Then clearly O^yáco, and if 0<y-e<y<y+e<cc, we have bn=const cyn*c for all n, and bn2: const cn~e for arbitrarily large n. The computation of the relative order of growth is facilitated by the formula (M)
'-"--»Se-Similarly, if {bn} and {cn} are monotone-decreasing sequences, with bn, cn j 0 as n j oo, then we introduce the relative order of decay 8, defined by the formula S = lub {u > 0 : ¿?n S const cn}, (15) = oo if no such p > 0 exists.
Then OSSSoo, and if 0<8-£<8<S + e<oo, we have ¿?"<.const cn~e for all n, and ¿?"ï;const cn*e for arbitrarily large n. The computation of 8 is given by (16) S = lim inf 5^n
10gC"
When cn=n (or 1/«) we call y (or 8) simply the order of growth (or order of decay, respectively) of bn.
From now on let KeJf be a fixed compact operator acting on 3f, and A = (K*K)112. Let ¿% be the unit ball in ¡V, and S the (compact, convex, symmetric) image of 3S under K. The "size" of Fis reflected in the "size" of S, which can be measured in several different ways. Among them we cite the following:
Definition 4 (The Metric Volume [1] ). Let ê be any compact convex symmetric subset of JP, and 3?n any «-dimensional subspace of 3f. Let \S n 3fn\ denote the «-dimensional Lebesgue volume of S n 3fn, and put Kn = sup \S n ¿¥n\, the supremum taken over all the ^ in ^ Thus Vn is the least upper bound of the volumes of the «-dimensional sections of <?, and is called the n-dimensional metric volume of S. Definition 6 (The Metric Entropy [5] ). Let S be any compact convex symmetric subset of ¿F, and e > 0. Let <2f(e) be any finite covering of ê by open balls of radius e, and let card °U(è) denote the number of balls in *%(e). Put N(e) = inf card *%(*), the infimum taken over all finite coverings ^l(e) of S. Put further 77(e) = log N(e). Then H(e) is a measure of the size of ¿-covering required by S, and is called the e-entropy of <f.
Clearly 77 To estimate the rate of growth of 7?(z_1, K) as |z| -> oo, we must replace the maximum modulus with something a little less sensitive to the presence of poles. For this purpose we introduce the characteristic function of Nevanlinna, defined as follows (cf. [3, p. 4 
]).
Let n(r, R) denote the number of poles of 7?(z-1, A') (i.e., the number of zeros of d(z, K)) lying inside the circle \z\=r, and define (note that n(0, R) = 0) For any p>kx, we have \kn\ ^const (1/«)" for all «. Now given e>0, choose «=«(e), and note e< |&n(£)|s;const (l/«(e))u. Hence «(e)á(const/e)1/B for all e>0, and so TX^l/p. Conversely, if p<kx, we have \kn\^const(1/«)"
for arbitrarily large n. Given such an «, choose e= \kn\, and note e= \kn\^ const (l/«(s))tf. Hence n(e) ^ (const/«)1'" for arbitrarily small e, and so tx ^ 1 ¡p. Since /x is arbitrary, we have proved tx^ 1/kx^t1.
To show that kx = k2, note first that for any p<kx, \kn\úconst (l/ri)" for all n. Hence |rTf=1 fci|g(const)'l(l/«!)'igconst(l/«!)v for any v<p. Hence kx^k2. Similarly, for any p>kx, \kn\ ^const (l/«)u for arbitrarily large «, and so |n?-i ^>l (const)" (1/«)"" = const (l/«!)v for any v>p. Hence k2^kx, and so kx=k2.
To prove (40) we now simply observe that the image S=K(38) of the unit ball 3S under F is a compact ellipsoid, whose semiaxes are just the eigenvalues an of A [October (see [6] ). It then follows directly that the n-dimensional metric volume Vn is given by Since wn = an for all n, we have tu(7c) = kx(A). Furthermore, we know that the number N(e) of elements in an optimal e-covering of S is bounded above and below by (see [6] ) n(2e)
n(e/4V2) a /<n" (48) n-**<*>* n -^-Since ax = a2= ■ ■ ■ 2¿ana0, we have (49) 2n(2£) = N(e) g (4V2/e)n(£/4V2).
Hence
(50) n(2e) log 2 ^ 77(e) è n(e¡4^2) log (4V2/e).
By dividing through by log (1/e) and taking the limit supremum as e -> 0, we get (51) rx(A) è /PO = -¿A).
From Lemma 13 we have 1¡kx(A)=IIk2(A) = tx(A) = t2(A) = t(A) = t(K). Hence
Moreover, if K is normal, then clearly \kn\ =an, and so k(K) = k(A). The proof of (41) depends on the following result: Let/(z) be an entire function of z, of finite genus. Let dn be the nth coefficient of the Taylor series for /computed at the origin, and let zn be the nth zero off, counted with multiplicities and arranged in order of increasing magnitude. Define S = lub {/x : |<7n| = const (1/n!)"}, The proof that A(K) = l/T(K) is the operator analogue of the proof that 8(K) = l¡y(K), and will not be presented here (see [4, p. 4 
]).
Thus when K is normal, we have 1/A(A') = T(K) = t(K). When K is arbitrary, we have 1¡A(A) = T(A) = t(A) = t(K).
We note in passing that the order of decay of the Fredholm coefficients is of some interest in the problem of computing approximants to R(z~1, 7c) = D(z, K)\d(z, K). The asymptotic accuracy of the approximants can be estimated from the values of 8(K) and A(K), which in turn can be determined from the value of the invariant r(K).
For the resolvent, we argue as follows : With N(r, R), m(r, R) and T(r,R) defined as in (35), (36) and (37), note that n(r, R) is the number of poles of R(z _1,K) inside |z| =r, i.e., the number of zeros of d(z, K) inside |z| =r, which is just the number of eigenvalues kn of K with |fcn| 2:1/r. By Lemma 13, then, n(r, R) has order of growth t(K). It follows that N(r,R) = j\(t,R)â lso has order of growth t(K). Hence T(r, R) = m(r, R) + N(r, R) has order of growth equal to the maximum of that of m(r, R) and N(r, R), which is just t(K), as required.
We have shown that if K is normal, then t(K) = t(K). When K is arbitrary, then A is normal, and we have (,(A) = t(A).
It remains to prove (43). Let K be any compact operator with 2 = t(K) < oo, and <& = {<f>n} any orthonormal basis for S. We know that if 2^ \(K, <&)<p, then
